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Student Government preps for Pink-out
Kennady Sandow
Staff Writer

Breast cancer is a very
common form of cancer
with over 200,000 cases per
year. Although this cancer
is predominantly founded
in women, sometimes it
can also develop in males.
In every woman’s lifetime
about one and eight will be
diagnosed with breast cancer.
Each year, about 252,000
women are diagnosed with
breast cancer and about 40,000
lose the battle to this fatal cancer.
Although it is a very rare
case it still occurs here and
there. About 2,400 men will be
diagnosed and about 500 will
die. This cancer is the most
commonly diagnosed cancer;
today it kills one woman every
13 minutes and about every two
minutes, a woman is diagnosed.
This cancer may be fatal, but
as of today in the United States
there are about 3.3 million
survivors!

As a result, in February of
2011, here at Red Bluff High
School, Jessica Macdonald
decided she wanted to make a
difference in the community
and honor breast cancer
victims and survivors,
as well as give
back. To do so
she
created
the Pink Out,
which is an
event that
happens
every
year towards
the end
of basketball
season
a n d
g e t s
t h e
s c h o ol
a n d
c o m munity
i n -volve d
to help make
a difference.
W h e n
Macdonald was
asked what was her
inspiration for starting
the Pink Out, she replied,
with “Mrs. Palubeski was
my inspiration and I wanted
to show her support like she’s
never seen support before

during her cancer journey!”
She really wanted to rally the
school together and show a lot
of support and also give back
to the community that does
so much for us. She
decided that all the
funds raised by
the event would
be
donated
to the St.
E l i z a bet h’s
Imagi n g
Cent e r !
Also, she
really
enjoye
d
getting
all the
teams
i n volved
be-cause
f r e s h man,
JV
and Varsity all
come together to
help make the event
possible by gathering
donations, making baskets
and planning every detail.
Soon, the whole school
jumped in Macdonald said,
teachers as well, they all

helped make pink Spartan
t-shirts to sell the night of
the game and so much more.
This
year,
Student
Government has made buttons,
various different posters,
ribbons with each of the
players names on them and
staff appreciation bags for
all the teachers for the event.
Student Government is also
having a break time activity
on the day of Pink Out to help
get the school involved and
promote the game and cause.
All students are encouraged to
dress up in pink to school and to
the game to show their support
of such a wonderful event
that has grown tremendously.
Macdonald also added, “It
makes me so incredibly happy
that Pink Out is still going,
and I’m so proud of everyone
for all their hard work. You
are all truly making a huge
difference!” The 9th annual
Pink Out was held on January
29
against Chico High
School.

from the younger grades
all the way up through high
school. We try to hit all
the different programs and
different events that all the

done Future-in-Focus on
Berrendos’ Science Camp,
the Kindness Challenge,
and Metteer Veteran’s Day.
The videos also feature

schools are doing,” she states.
The Owens work hard to
highlight all the positives
in the community and have

quality sports, art, music,
academic,
construction
and
extracurricular
programs
as
well.

DuVarney
further
expresses his support for the
program, “I hear people say
things like, ‘Schools don’t
teach kids vocational skills
like they did in
the old days.’ The
reality is that our
three high schools
in Tehama County
lead the north state
manufacturing,
welding
and
agriculture related
career
technical
e d u c a t i o n
c o u r s e s . ”
D uVa r n e y
continues,
“I
believe that is
people take the
time to watch the
videos they will
be much more
informed
on
education matters
in Tehama County.
We will continue
to
do
videos
and
continue
to highlight the
positive in our
students and in
our
educators.”
The Future-inFocus videos can be viewed
on social media and on the
Tehama County Department
of
Education
website.

CSF tutoring Future-in-Focus brings positivity
service begins
Beck Smith
Editor-in-Chief

Katie Louisell
Editor-in-Chief

In the following weeks, the
CSF club will be starting an
after school and lunch tutoring
program.
The three core
subjects; math, science and
Spanish, will be taught, and
help with extra-curricular work/
electives
will
be
provided
as well,
given the
k nowledge of
expertise.
The help
will range
f r o m
college
p r e p
to
AP,
and
on
Mondays.
T h e
tutoring will be after school
for one hour from Tuesday
to Thursday, and Monday
will have a tutoring service
during lunch in Room 92.
From Tuesday to Thursday,
the sessions will be held in the
library near the ASSETS table,
where two to three tutors will be

seated to help students who wish
for assistance. On Tuesday,
tutors will help students with
math, on Wednesday, there
will be tutoring in science, and
on Thursday, there will help
for students in Spanish. T.C.
Drury, a junior and the secretary of CSF, finds the tutor-ing
service to bene-ficial in not only
finish-ing
a student’s
nightly
h o m e work, but
understanding
the curriculum.
D r u r y
stated,
“CSF
is
an organization
that values
service
a
n d
education, so we saw that this
tutoring service was the best
way to put the two together. My
hope is that people will be able to
understand their schoolwork and
in turn, get better grades.” To
see which subjects are provided,
see CSF advisor Mrs. Benton
or check the CSF schedule.

Love = Respect
• The Red Bluff High School
club, Love = Respect, will
be performing a lunchtime
activity in the gym lobby, on
February 1.

Future-in-Focus
has
been a Tehama County
program
that
was
established in 2016 by
County Superintendent
of Schools, Richard
DuVarney.
Futurein-Focus
was
the
community’s attempt to
highlight all the good
things that happen in
the county’s schools.
DuVarney states, “I
believe young people get
too much bad press. As
I visit our schools, I see
teachers and other school
personnel doing amazing
and innovative things
with students everyday.
I don’t think the average
person is aware of the
great programs that
are offered locally.”
DuVarney
works
alongside
with
the
owners of MMS Web
Designs, Mandi and
Sean Owens. Mandi
Owens has been doing
Future-in-Focus for the
three years it has been
in session and finds the
program to be wonderful.
“We’ve done a variety of
Future-in-Focus
ranging

Boys Soccer

Boys Basketball

Winter Formal

• RBHS Boys Soccer will be
playing an away game at
Pleasant Valley High School
at 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
February 1st.
• On February 6th, the team
will be playing an away
game at 4:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. at Foothill High School.

• Boys Basketball plays a home
game against Enterprise on
February 1st from 4:30 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m.
• The team will be playing an
away game at Football on
February 5th from 4:30 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m.

• On February 9th, Winter
Formal will be held at the
Community Center from
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
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Staff Editorial

Individuals’ actions reflect on their products...
As consumers, we are given the choice to decide what we purchase and
what we don’t. Furthermore, we are given the choice to have an opinion.
However, do we endorse the people who produce the items we buy? By
buying that product, do we approve of the producer and their actions? In early
January of 2019, Lifetime released a documentary series called, Surviving
R. Kelly, covering the rape accusations against R. Kelly, with stories of girls
and musicians alike who wish to tell their story.
The show brought Lifetime instant success, with nearly $2 million in
revenue. After the documentary aired, R. Kelly’s record label dropped him.
Lady Gaga, a fellow musician who had produced songs with R. Kelly, took
the songs off of all streaming services, apologizing to her fans for working
with him. Chance the Rapper also spoke out on working with Kelly in 2015,
calling it a “mistake”.
This story isn’t new; Weinstein may have been the beginning, but he’s not
the end. Yet, people still watch his movies, buy his work. We as consumers
have the choice to buy or not buy a product, but should it be because of
morals, or value of the product?
Some people vehemently refuse to support people that don’t share the
same values, some don’t care, and the rest are just too afraid to speak their

opinions. If people boycotted Weinstein’s productions, there would be collateral
damage; jobs would be lost, income would go down: more lives are at stake than
Weinstein, or another Hollywood star that abuses their power.
Even in other industries, higher-ups bring scandal and misfortune to their
employees by abusing their power, cutting corners, or bypassing morals and natural
rights. The clothing company, Abercrombie and Fitch, made headlines in 2006
when its CEO made elitist comments about desirable customers. Mike Jeffries, the
CEO, stated, “Candidly, we go after the cool kids. We go after the attractive, allAmerican kid with a great attitude and a lot of friends. A lot of people don’t belong
[in our clothes], and they can’t belong. Are we exclusionary? Absolutely.”
It’s a sad reality that these people have such an effect on the lives of others, and
not in a positive way. On the other hand, why should people buy products from
producers that don’t deserve that money, people who committed horrible acts and
continue to do so?
When we look at the issue in an objective manner, the only thing that matters is
that the consumer has the freedom to decide, not society. However, here at Bluffer
we do not support racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia or body shaming in
any form. Whether you choose to buy the item in your hands or not, that’s up to
you. If you value both art and artist, endorse those who value you.

The transgender military ban qualifies
as an infringement of vital equal rights

O

n Tuesday, January
22nd, the ban against
most
transgender
individuals preventing them
from serving in the military
went into effect underneath
Trump’s administration. Despite
the endless campaigns and
marches fighting for equal rights,
the transgender community is
finding itself, unfortunately,
moving backwards.
It’s understood that the new
ban on transgender individuals
requires any gender transition,
surgical transitions and hormone
treatments, to be completed three
years prior to joining the military.
In addition, if a service member,
after joining the military,
discovers that he or she is
transgender, can only stay in the
military if they ensure they will
undergo no gender transitions
whatsoever.
In the past, Trump has
indicated his efforts to put the
ban in full effect; in July 2017
he tweeted, “Our military
must be focused on decisive
and overwhelming victory and
cannot be burdened with the

tremendous medical costs and
disruption that transgender in the
military would entail.”
If transgender individuals
continue to give their service to
the military, there is no doubt
there would be medical costs for
their transitions, but these people
are willing to give up their live
back home and potentially put
their lives at risk for the sake of
the freedom we take for granted
in America. The least we could
do in return for their service
is provide them with support
throughout their transition.
Not only do they deserve
support
throughout
their
transition, but they deserve for
their government to fight for their
rights. It is only suitable that after
they have fought for the freedom
in which that American flag
represents, that the government
waving that same American
flag will fight to ensure all
transgender persons withhold
their justly deserved equal rights.
According to a UCLA
study about 15,500 individuals
are transgender serving in
the military. Trump utilizes

disruption of the military as
leeway for banning serving
transgenders, but if almost all
15,500 transgenders are let go
from the military there is bound
to be disruption when officers
and other ranked transgender
persons are forced to leave
despite the distinct aid they are
providing for the military.
In the end, no one should be
able to decide whether or not a
human being can join the military
solely based on their lifestyle.
Once we take away their right to
serve for the military because of
the way they choose to live their
life, who is to say more of their
rights will not be infringed upon?
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Taylor Bell

Opinions Editor

A compromise is vital to Social media platforms and work
reopen the government places should remain dissociated

T

he latest, and longest
government shutdown to
date, has just come to an
end. The 35 day shutdown was
brought to an end, and Trump
has given congressional leaders a
three week deadline to meet his
demands regarding the
border wall.
If not, Trump has
openly states he is more
than willing to shutdown
the government again,
even though it just cost
Americans
billions
of dollars and was
extremely taxing for those
working in federal positions.
During a CBS interview,
when asked about the shutdowns,
Trump’s top advisor, Mick
Mulvaney said, “He’s willing to
do whatever it takes to secure the
border” and that “as president
of the United States, he takes
the security of the nation as his
highest priority.” Trump doesn’t
seem very open to compromise,
discussing that he is willing to

build his wall “with or without
Congress”.
Melany continued on in the
interview to say that part of the
reason that Trump reopened the
government this week was to
“essentially, take the Democrats

“This could have huge

to Trump’s 5.7 billion plan for
border security.
If Trump and the Democrats
cannot get to some kind of
agreement in this three week
grace period, Trump will likely
shutdown the government again.
This
could
have
huge consequences for
the country as a whole,
especially federal agencies
and those employed there,
as most of those agencies
have already used up
their reserves,resulting in
even more lost funds, and
frustrated Americans.

consequences for the country as a whole... ”
at their word.” Trump and his
supporters are expecting the
Democrats and congressional
leaders to give in to his three
week deadline, and the same
could probably be said about the
other side.
However, the Democrats and
Congress officials seem much
more willing to come to some
kind of agreement, offering time
and again to provide a portion of
the money and alternate solutions

Lucas Barriga

Cartoonist
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T

he many platforms of
social media have caused
controversy ever since
they were created. That being
said, there are many grounds in
which these controversies are not
justifiable, exemplified by social
media posts as a basis for firing
an employee.
There are cases of employees
who say something offensive or
inappropriate on social media,
whether it is a post they make
themselves or a comment they
make on someone else’s post, that
employers do not like and then
using this to fire said employee.
Some think that is completely
justified but I disagree. Social
media is a personal outlet and
in almost all cases it is separate
from the workplace, meaning
that these employees should be
protected by their right to free
speech. People should be allowed
to believe and express themselves
freely, especially when they are
away from work.
In cases where employees
have inappropriate behavior or
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speech at their job then of course
they have the justified possibility
of being fired but social media
does not fall into this category.
As previously mentioned
social media is a personal outlet,
reflecting entirely on the person’s
interests and beliefs, not on that
of the company’s. This is the
reason that firing and employee
based on their social media status
is completely wrong. People are
given the right to say and believe
whatever they want as long as it
does not infringe upon anyone
else’s rights.
Workplace behavior can be
designated by the employer due
to their right to property and
their desire to have appealing,
appropriate
treatment
of
customers and coworkers but
outside of this they should have
no power over their employees.
The private lives of every
single employee should be
protected from the power of
the employer, as it does not in
any way negatively affect their
business.
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Some would argue that by
posting something online you are
nullifying your right to privacy,
as anyone can view an online
post, but this is not true. First,
there are options to make posts
private on many social media
platforms, including Facebook
and Instagram.
Secondly,
social
media
accounts are private due to
their lack of connection to the
company. Overall, social media
accounts are personal forms
of expressions and in this way
they should be protected from
unjustifiably granted dismissals.
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What are your opinions
on the new science
building?

Danyelle Lindeman (9)
“I’m excited about it, science is
my favorite subject.”
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FFA holds honoring banquet
Emma Allaire
Staff Writer
Every year FFA hosts
a Proficiency and Degree
Ceremony at 5:30 p.m. on
January 30th.
Every year in January AG
students apply for the award
based on the students S.A.E.
projects, and last year there
were over 50 awards given to
students and it appears that it
will ring true for this year as
well.
Not only that but, over 200
students were recognised for
their hard work.
These awards recognize all
the hard work that students
have put into the S.A.E.
projects.
S.A.E.
stands
for
supervised
agricultural
experience, in which AG
students go out into the
community and learn more
about agriculture.
Of course, there are many
different types of S.A.E.
projects for students to choose

from, including Foundational
and Immersion S.A.E. which
are both only categories
for the types of

is
Workplace
Safety,
Agricultural
Literacy,
Career
Exploration
and
Management,
Employable
Skills for College and Career
Readiness.

and Service Learning.
The interesting history
on these projects is that they
were to remedy some of the
barriers that had been
popping up

Cartoon Credit/ Lucus Barriaga

in
projects
to do.
Cartoon Credits / Lucas Barriga

Under
Foundational

the
category

In
the
other category, Immersion,
there is Entrepreneurship,
Internships,
Research,
School Business Enterprises,

regards to
agricult ural
learning.
These barriers being,
teachers having limited time
based on enrollment number

to supervise everyone.
A lack of resources for
students as well as a lack of
understanding on how
S.A.E. projects could
count for anything
besides awards. To
remedy this, different
types of S.A.E. projects
were created to give
students the ability to
choose which project works
best for them.
Another
thing
to
help enrich agricultural
programs was giving both
students and teachers
resource guides for the
S.A.E. projects.
The ceremony is meant
to acknowledge all the
effort and time spent by
the students who have
decided to take an interest
in agriculture.
As for what Mrs.
Trunnel thinks of
the ceremony she
says “It’s a wonderful
chance for students to
be recognized for all their

Teacher Feature: Mrs. Svejda
Kennady Sandow
Staff Writer

Brayden Pritchard (10)
“I don’t like the building’s spot
on campus but I think it’s cool.”

Tillie Louisell (11)
“I think it’s exciting to have
something new.”

Photo Credits / Courtesy Photo

This week’s Teacher Feature
is Jenny Lynn Svejda! Svejda
has been teaching for a total of
19 and a half years and 19 of
them have been at Red Bluff
High School!
Svejda enjoys working here
because of all the traditions and
the family- like atmosphere.
Here at Red Bluff High she
teaches Vet Tech, Equine
Science, Natural Resources,
Animal Science and Ag
Leadership.
One of her students Sydney
Sinclair (12) was asked, “Why
do you love Svejda as a teacher?”
and she said, “I love her because
she is always so positive and she
is always helping people out,
and she will always give up her

time to help a student out.”
Svejda says that she enjoys
teaching about these subjects
because they are her passion
and her life. When asked,
“What is your favorite part
about teaching?” She replied
with, “Seeing kids succeed!”
Not only does Svejda teach
many subjects, she is also
involved in FFA. Her favorite
FFA events are Speaking
Contest and Light Horse
Judging!
She has so many favorite
memories in her career of being
involved with FFA, but what
really stands out to her is when
students tell her how much she
has impacted their lives because
they usually don’t know how
much they have impacted hers!
Overall
her
greatest
teaching memory is having

two state winning CDE teams
that competed at the National
Contests.
Although she is pretty busy
with her teaching career outside
of school her daughter and six
year old son keep her pretty
busy! Her daughter plays travel
softball so they are always
traveling for that! She also said
her son is an old soul who always
keeps them up to something!
She is really excited for
barrel racing this upcoming
season because she purchased a
new six year old named, Fifteen
Flat and she cannot wait to heal
up and run him on a regular
basis.
Her biggest fear is when
students do not try because she
gets up with herself because she
can not make them see their full
potential.

G.R.I.T. Center: Student Gov presents
a safe space Winter Formal 2018
Zan Dotson (12)
“I think the new chemistry lab
will be a nice addition to the
school.”

Mrs. Gantenbein (Teacher)
“I’m so excited that the students
will have an opportunity to
experience a true science
setting. Go science!”

Mr. Dais (Teacher)
“I’m excited to see new
renevations. As a Red Bluff High
graduate it’s awesome to see
the campus growing.”
Sound Off / Lizzy Crooks

center, you are greeted at the
check-in desk where you receive
a slip of paper to rank how you
Over a year ago, Red Bluff are feeling. If a teacher gives
High opened the GRIT Center to a referral to a student, they are
support the emotional and mental asked if they want to talk or chat
health needs of kids on campus.
by the school psychologist. If
Many students on campus
they prefer not to talk, students
may be familiar with the
go into a relaxing room
existence of the GRIT
that includes numerous
center but do not
activities to release
actually know
tension or calm
much about it.
the
mind.
GRIT
T h e s e
stands
i nclude
f o r
coloring
Growing
b o o k s ,
Resilient
fidget
tools,
Independent Teens,
sand, card decks,
and the center is a safe,
and a speaker to play
calming place on campus
music from.
for students to deal with their
Students are given about
emotions.
ten minutes before a worker in
“The idea behind it is
the GRIT Center comes to
to provide a safe space
check on them, giving
for students to deal
them the option to
with and regulate
talk if they still
their emotions,
feel bad.
to
learn
T h e
coping
G R I T
strategies
Center
at a place
expects to
where they can
receive some
do it and then return
benefits from the
to class,” said Jennifer
$900,000 grant. For
Deegan,
the
school
instance, the funding
psychologist and GRIT center
for the grant will help the
coordinator.
counselors to set up
Photo Credits / Lindsey Harrison
She emphasized
activities and spread
that the idea of the
the message around
center is centered in having a the school during Mental Health
place at school where students Awareness Month, May.
could deal with anxiety,
The GRIT center plays an
depression, and hard situations to important role on campus and
keep them at school.
will continue to have relevance
Upon entering the GRIT among the lives of students.

Lindsay Harrison
Staff Writer

Savannah Wakeman
Staff Writer

Traditionally at Red Bluff
High, Winter Formal is held
annually during the early
weeks of the second semester,
marking
the
first
major
school event of
the new year.
This
year
the theme is
‘Night in Paris’
and the dance
will be held
from 8:00 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m.
on
Saturday,
February 8.
Be c au s e
Prom at RBHS
is only open to
Seniors, Winter
Formal allows
the whole school
a chance to get dressed up
and have fun. When asked
about all of the planning
that
goes
into
Winter
Formal,
senior
class
vice president
K e n n a d y
Sandow (12)
replied that
all of student
gover n ment
splits
into
specific
groups such
as
design
and
spirt
activities,
with
each
having
designated
tasks

that play a role in the larger
outcome of the dance.
She asserted that student
government is in charge
of absolutely everything,
including the setup and
cleanup, with Senior Class

Winter Formal also involves
the annual ‘Gentleman of
the Year’ competition, in
which six senior boys are
nominated by their class for
their gentlemanly attributes to
compete for the title.
For the third
year, there will
also be one
r e p r e s e nt at ive
from
the
freshman,
sophomore, and
junior classes.
This year, the
representatives
for the freshman,
sophomore, and
junior
classes
are Asa Morris,
Gavin Davison,
and
Edward
Rosas.
The
senior
class nominees
are Zan Dotson, Gabriel
Hale, James Harris, David
Jensen, Jonas Leslie, and
Nathan Penner. The winner
of the competition will be
announced at the dance.
Winter Formal is a special
event for many people, as it
gives everyone a chance to
look fabulous and have fun
with their friends and/or their
date. It is often planned to go
out to dinner and take pictures
prior to the actual dance, an
event in and of itself.
There is no doubt that
formal is one of the most
looked forward to events of
the school year with all of the
fun and excitement.

“Winter Formal is so special

because of the amount of hard work
that goes into it. And we really go all
out with the theme.”
- Kennady Sandow (12)

President Noelia Garcia and
herself
overseeing.
“Winter
Fo r m a l
is so

special,”
she
says, “because of the
amount of hard work
that goes into it. And we
really go all out with the
theme.”
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Students highlighted by Robotics:
Adam DiMaggio & Nathan Foster
Lindsay Harrison
Staff Writer
Beginning last semester, Red
Bluff High began participating
in the annual VEX EDR
competition
through the school’s
first
competitive
robotics
class.
The
competition
involves a game
called
“turning
point” that teams
play with their
robots.
So far, teams
from the class have
participated
in
three competitions
and
participate
in the regional
championship
on January 26th,
which is hosted at
Red Bluff High this
year. In the class, students
form six competitive teams,
each of which consists of four
or five members.
These students have been
involved in the various
engineering and coding classes

throughout their high school
careers and many intend on
furthering their education in
tech-related fields of study
after high school. Two of such
students are Adam DiMaggio

and Nathan Foster, who each
hold a different position
within their team. Within all
six teams, each member has a
critical role to play; each team
must have a head coder, a head
engineer, a designated driver,

NAMI bring awareness
to mental health issues
Tommy Belluomini
Staff Writer

In modern America there is an
issue that plagues many students
in the nation and there is little
progress in finding a solution.
The problem at hand is mental
illness and awareness. Firstly,
the problem itself, despite much
effort being put into resolving
it, has not seen any real signs
of being fixed in recent years.
Secondly, society frowns upon
discussing issues such as mental
illness and this drastically halts
attempts to improve mental
health.
No school is unaffected by
mental illness, sometimes the
symptoms are hard to see, but
nevertheless students struggle
with this today. Red Bluff
High School has acknowledged
this and made its own effort to
helping prevent the negatives
that come with mental illness
by forming its very own NAMI
Club.
The club president, Cindy
Velasquez, said in an interview,
“The goal is to break the stigma
that mental health is bad.” The
idea behind the club is to promote
mental health awareness in all
of the Red Bluff High School
students. The ultimate goal is

to eliminate the social standards
of ignoring mental health and
emboldening students who may
suffer from illness to speak up
and not feel cast out.
The NAMI club is not a select
group either, Velasquez stated
there are “some choir, some
non-social, some introverted,
some Leadership it’s not for any
one group everyone’s welcome!”
when describing the types of
people that the NAMI club
appeals to.
The club has many plans
in which they will spread
awareness for mental health,
especially for mental health
awareness month. No specifics
were given in the interview but
Velasquez said to expect many
events to be planned.
Aside from this, they also
plan to have an author come and
speak on mental health at some
point and to host another destress gathering at finals week.
The NAMI club has organized
events in the past, and they’ll
try to emulate their success
once more in their future plans.
The group is aiding in the fight
against mental health stigmas
everyday and they hope to see
the Red Bluff High School
campus learn how to talk about
such important issues.

and a team leader. Different as he constructs
responsibilities exist for every he expressed a lot
member depending on
regarding
the roles they
bot
take
on
Left, Adam DiMaggio and right,
within

Nathan Foster.

their
team.
A d a m
DiMaggio is one
of the main builders on his
team. When inquired about
what goes through his head

the robot,
of distress
how his
would
f unction.
H
e

jok ingly
said that he
would blame his
team’s coder for their bot’s
problems. However, he has a
lot of confidence in his bot

goes through his head as he
drives the robot, he emphasized
his concern for their robot
since the bots often lose parts
while competing. “Safety is
the number one priority for our

bots and ourselves… well, and
also being the best.”
Both he and Adam simply
stated, “Number one,” when
asked how they expected their
upcoming competition to go.
Their robot has
a certain swag
about him. Named
Charlie, he takes
on a sort of classic
charm and style.
During
practice
rounds in class,
Adam always plays
the ‘Rocky’ theme
song, softly but
powerfully, from
his phone as Charlie
is carried into the
room. “We have
to intimidate the
enemy. That song
is great, just like
our bot,” he said.
Both Nathan and
Adam
expressed
the fun they had in designing
Charlie and in participating in
the competitive robotics class.
They are glad to have been
a part of such a fun program.

FFA encourages leadership
TC Drury: Red Bluff High FFA Vice President
Jay Joseph
Student Features Editor
TC Drury is the Vice
President of the Red Bluff
High School chapter of FFA.
He has been involved in the
program and agriculture in
general for 3
years. When
asked about
his favorite part
of the program he
responded, “the
oppor t u nities
the
program
give us to
learn
about
agriculture.”
He
also
noted
how
the
program
e x p a n d e d
his
knowledge
in
general a n d
h e l p e d him
gain
leadership skills. TC stated
that FFA has helped him to
become more extroverted
and he enjoyed meeting new
people through the program.
He believes that because
of the skills he has gained
through it will help him in the
future with his career, and in

life in general.
A big part of FFA is the
competitions they get to
compete in. The competition
that TC will be competing
in is forestry which involves
knowledge of plant, trees,
different forestry tools, and
maps.
S o m e
F
F A
students
also
raise animals to
go to fair. At
the fair, they
look at the
physical
q u a l it ie s
of
the
animal,
as well as
how it was
presented.
TC raises and
shows goats for
this fair.
TC’s favorite event is
State Finals, which have
been hosted at Cal Poly. This
involves career development
events and determines who
will move on to Nationals in
November.
The most recent event was
the Bull and Gelding Sale,

Spartan Thumbs
Notes and Noodles?

Winter Formal?

President’s Week
Break?

Carhartt Beanies?

Spring Sports?

New Softball
Field?

The Wall?

Socks and Birks?

Government Shut
Down?

New Science
Building?

Thumbs were acquired by Lucas Barriga
on 1/25/19 in Mr. Starmer’s 2nd period class.

when competition time arrives.
During competition, many
responsibilities fall onto their
designated driver, Nathan
Foster.
When inquired about what

Thumbs were acquired by Kennady Sandow on
1/23/19 in Mrs. Rodriquez’s 3rd period class.

which FFA doesn’t have much
involvement in. This doesn’t
mean FFA doesn’t contribute
to this event though. TC and
the other FFA students get
involved by selling raffle
tickets to raise money for
their Degree and Proficiency
Ceremony.
The Degree and Proficiency
Ceremony is an event the
recognizes
and
honors
students for their work on
their S.A.E., or Supervised
Agriculture, project. Members
are
honored
for
their
proficiency working on their

SAE project. Members can
also apply for various degrees
in the program. There are 3
degrees that can be applied for
and are the Greenhand degree,
which is awarded to first year
members, the Chapter degree,
which is awarded to second
year members, and the State
degree, which is awarded
by the state to third year
members.
TC has thoroughly enjoyed
his time in FFA and appreciate
the skills, not only physical
but also character, that he has
gained through it.

Courtes

Courtes
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‘Glass’ entertains audience with
a suspenseful story and characters

Emily Phillips
Staff Writer

M.
Night
Shyamalan
presents two of his standout
Originals:
‘Unbreakable,’
and ‘Split,’ Universal
Studios,
into
one
brand new dynamite
thriller:
‘Glass’.
From ‘Unbreakable,’
David Dunn and
Elijah Price are
accompanied
with a new
oddity
Kevin
Wendle Crum
from ‘Split.’ The
supernaturals
get
caught
by
the
gover n ment
and
are
convicted
of
being
delusional.
Sooner or
later they find out
who they really are and
make their mark on the world.
Elijah Prince, known as Mr.
Glass, is the antagonist in ‘Glass.’
His super “powers” consist of

genius level intellect, expertise
in
explosives,
mechanical
sabotage,
and
extensive
knowledge of comic books.
His hobbies are organizing
massacres, philosophy, and
analyzing comic books.
David
Dunn,
better
known as The Overseer, is
a deuteragonist in this film.
Dunn’s
supernatural
powers
are
invulnerability, super
strength,
extra
sensory perception,
healing
factor,
and superhuman
immune system.
His hobbies are
spending time
with his family
and protecting
the lives of
the innocent.
Kevin
Wendle
C r u m ,
known
as The Beast and
The Horde, is a deuteragonist.
Crum’s super powers come from
his twenty-four personalities
such as superhuman strength,
speed, balance, equilibrium,

endurance,
and
near
invulnerability. His hobbies are
cooking and listening or dancing
to Kanye West and Drakes
music as well as drawing.
In ‘Unbreakable,’ Prince
was Dunn’s tutor to shape his
powers; meanwhile, when Dunn
was shaping his abilities, he
found out that Prince was
criminally insane. Prince
was responsible for a
number of terrorist
attacks
including
the death of over
one hundred people
in a train crash that
Dunn
survived
from. Dunn, Prince,
and Crum live in
the same universe
and we first see that
in the end of 2016’s
Split when Dunn
appears in the end.
Dunn and “The
Beast” meet, but are
caught fighting by
the government.
The duo are
taken to an asylum and
are put into quarantine. During
an interview, Dunn and Crum

are joined by Prince. Prince
has a master plan to get people
like him, Dunn, and Crum
recognized by the public. ‘Glass’
was well put together by its
incredible acting and story line.
The actors are award winners
that have been in Oscar films.
In ‘Unbreakable,’ David
Dunn was the protagonist, but
in ‘Glass’ he doesn’t walk in
the light as he thought
he did. In the end
of ‘Unbreakable,’
Dunn believed that
Glass was dead
until he made his
reappearance in his
film.
In ‘Split,’ Crum
gave everyone a
run for their money
with his incredible
acting. He had to
portray the role
of 24 identities
which make their
appearances
in
‘Glass.’
For
a
trilogy
to
stay
up in running for 19
years is incredible. ‘Glass’ had
charismatic characters and a

suspenseful story. Conversely,
Glass does have its flaws.
If you have never seen
Unbreakable or Split, I
recommend you to watch
the movies for a better
understanding
of
the
characters.
Meanwhile, the
movie felt slow.
‘Glass’ tried to
shove everything
into a solid ending.
They executed it
well, but it was
sluggish
and
needed to focus
on the character
G l a s s
( Pr ice)
since it is
supposed to
be his movie.
Throughout the movie, Glass is
reserved and is in an act.
The workers of the asylum
treat him as if he has a mental
disability, but it was a part of
his plan. He is a sharp criminal
mastermind, no wonder we don’t
get to see is actual personality
and beliefs close to the end. A
number of people will say that

‘Glass’ is a well executed movie
because of its acting and plot
twists; however, it needed work.
We don’t get to see Glass’s
personality until around the
last 45 minutes of the movie.
I would have liked to see
more intensity and action
between the characters.
Overall, this movie
needed to have more
background and action
on the character
Glass.

An entertaining movie, and I
recommend it.

YouTuber Pewdiepie continues Papa Roach captures listeners
to amuse viewers with series
Lindsay Harrison
Staff Writer

Pewdiepie began making
videos on ‘YouTube’ in 2011 but
has since grown on the platform
to become one of the most wellknown creators on the site. His
channel falls under the comedic
and gaming realms of ‘YouTube,’
and his current videos especially
focus on memes and the
influences of mainstream media
on society.
New videos come out daily on
his channel, featuring his weekly
shows, ‘LWIAY’ and “Meme
Review.” ‘LWIAY’ stands for
‘Last Week I Asked You’ and
is a ten-minute show in which
Pewds looks at popular posts
from his fans from his subreddit,
PewdiepieSubmissions.
When the show first started,
Pewds would request that his
fans,
dubbed
‘9-year-olds’,
submit a certain type of post
or answer a certain question.
Now, he simply views the posts
on the subreddit. His January
22nd episode of ‘LWIAY’ was
entertaining and summed up the
culture surrounding his “9-year-

olds.” Although the fanbase jokes
that Pewds no longer has original
content since his channel now
focuses on reviewing memes
and media trends, watching
Pewdiepie’s videos always feels
fun, and I always want to watch
more.
He maintains a lighthearted
yet considerate attitude that
makes his audience comfortable.
Moreover, his editors Brad #1 and
Brad #2 fit in clever jokes and
utilize their skills well, designing
a final product that draws
amusement from its audience.
This ‘LWIAY’ included cool
fanart, but memes surrounding
Pewdiepie’s battle with T-Series
dominated the episode. This battle
concerns Pewdiepie’s fight to stay
the number one most subscribed
channel on YouTube against
T-Series, an Indian Channel that
produces music videos. Pewdiepie
is currently still ahead. A week
ago, the gap closed between
the two, with T-Series less than
100,000 subscribers away from
beating Pewds.
However, as of January 27th,
the gap has increased slightly,
with Pewds nearly 300,000 ahead.

The gap continues to fluctuate as
their subscriber counts continue
to climb. Personally, I would like
to see Pewds stay at the top of
YouTube.
In addition to ‘LWIAY,’
Pewdiepie’s January 23rd ‘Meme
Review,’ entitled ‘Sasuke Memes
are NOT OK’, reviewed the
Sauske, airpods, waves, egg, and
hamster face time memes. Pewds
enjoyed many of the memes
this week, and I agreed with the
rankings he gave.
Furthermore, I thought all
the memes were of good quality,
and I found myself smiling
throughout most of the episode.
Overall, Pewdiepie’s channel and
his fanbase are fun, allowing for
casual entertainment and insight
into today’s meme culture.

Fun reviews and original content!

Taylor Bell
Opinions Editor

Papa Roach recently came out
with a new album called “Who
Do You Trust?” Like most of
their previous albums, this one
touches base with mental struggles
individuals all over have to deal
with on a regular basis. In their
song ‘Not The Only One’, it
leads the audience to recognize
that they’re not the only one
going through their hardships,
and in acknowledging that, it is
also okay to ask for help during
those hardships.
Not one of Papa Roach’s
songs go without conveying
some drastic meaning that,
for some people, is incredibly
impactful. Almost all of Papa
Roach’s albums stress the
importance of recognizing
mental illnesses and past traumatic
experiences like one of their most
popular songs ‘Scars’ that came out
in 2004, but over time their sound
has been evolving from a solid
hard rock band to leaning towards
alternative rock although they
haven’t completely rid themselves
of their hard rock ways.
Their new song ‘I Suffer Well’
allows listeners to reminisce

about some of their original songs
because in their recent album this
song hits home falling in to the
original hard rock genre with an
abundance of screaming, similar
to another popular song of theirs,
‘Last Resort’ that came out in
2000.
With Papa Roach’s turn

towards alternative rock music,
some of their new songs sport a
nice collaboration of rock music
with some techno inspired sounds.
In addition to new sounds and
intense messages their new album
displays, Papa Roach once again
released an album full of catchy
songs so many people enjoy.
Their songs are some of the
most important songs being as

catchy as they are while also
presenting hope for those in
despair. Many individuals look
towards music to help them when
they’re having difficulties with
life and Papa Roach has proven
themselves again and again to help
so many through their rough times
and hardships, and this album is no
exception from the others.
This album, like all their
past ones, will prove to help
listeners mentally and will only
increase the amount of support
they receive from individuals.
Regardless of Papa Roach’s
expansion to include alternative
rock sounds, their music
continues to relay the same,
tremendous messages that need
to be heard by all of those in
need of help and can give even
a sliver of mental stability that
their listeners may need.

New sounds but amazing overall

Winner debate plagues NFL ‘Alphabear’ satisfies
leading up to the SuperBowl
Emma Allaire
Staff Writer

Kurtis Rodriguez
Staff Writer

January 20 of 2019 was a day
many people won’t forget, and
not for a good reason. This was
the day of the very controversial
conference
championships.
There were two games played
this day, the New Orleans Saints
vs the Los Angeles Rams and
the New England Patriots vs the
Kansas City Chiefs. Let’s start
out with the game that has not
been talked about often.
The New England Patriots vs
the Kansas City Chiefs. Going
into this game, The Chiefs were
favored by many to win the game.
But in the first half, it did not
look like it was going to work out
that way as
t he
Patriots
started
strong.
I n
the

first quarter,
the Patriots were ahead

seven to zero. The Patriots
seemed to be the better team
and they would continue to be
the better team in the second
quarter as they scored another
touchdown going up fourteen to
zero.
At the start of the second half,
the Chiefs bounced back with
an early touchdown, making the
score fourteen to seven. By the
end of regulation,
the Chiefs had
made a comeback
and it was thirty
one to thirty one. By
the end of regulation,
both offenses were
rolling, so it was no surprise
that the team who won the
coin toss, also won the game.
The Patriots ended up
winning thirty seven to thirty one
which is upsetting for a majority
of Americans. Now, onto one of
the most controversial football
games of all time. The Los
Angeles Rams were taking on
the New Orleans Saints in New
Orleans. This game was between
two teams that were very good
and dominated all year. This
match up was highly anticipated

and there was no clear favorite.
At the beginning of the game, the
Saints came out firing.
They started out the
game with two field goals to
go up six to zero. But before the
first quarter ended, they scored
another touchdown to go up
thirteen to zero. It looked as if
the game was already over just
in the first quarter as the Rams
showed no signs of life. But in the
second quarter, the Rams came
alive and brought the score to ten
to thirteen by the end of
the first half.
To open the second
half, the Saints drove
down the field and scored
a touchdown.
But, the Rams answered with
a touchdown of their own. The
defense for the Rams came up
with a big stop allowing their
offense to go down the field and
tie the game with five minutes
to go. This is where possibly
the most controversial call ever
comes into play. The Saints were
driving down the field and were
close to a touchdown.
On third down with about two
minutes left, The Saints threw a

ball to the right sideline to one of
their wide receivers.
But, before he
could make
a play
o
n
t h e
ball, he
was hit
very hard
by a Rams
player. He
was hit well before the ball
reached the player which by rule
is pass interference. There was no
flag thrown on the play.
This was one of the worst
no calls in the history of the
NFL and all sports. There are
a lot of questions as to how the
game would have ended up and
it probably would have been the
Saints winning but instead, the
Rams won in overtime sending
them to the Super Bowl.

Very controversial!

‘Alphabear’ is a word
puzzle game created by Spry
Fox, an indie game company.
In the game you create words
by string together a bunch of
letters on a grid, how the game
adds a few of its own original
mechanics to make it stand out
from other word puzzle game
Not only are their words on
the grid but bears and rocks as
well.
The more points you make
the bigger the bears become and
at the end of the level the size of
the bears is added to your total
score. Rocks, on the other hand,
are less helpful, each letter has
a little time that counts down by
turns, if the timer reaches zero,
the letter becomes a rock and
can’t be used anymore. These
mechanics turn what would be
a fairly straightforward game
and adds a layer of strategy.
Also, you collect bears if
you score high enough in the
level. Each bear has it’s own
ability, like making words
appear more frequently and
adding time to the timer on the
letters, but most just boost your
score. The game is absolutely
fun and a good time waster. The

graphics were adorable and had
a charming color palette. The
background music is simple but
gets the job done as music that
helps you focus.
There
are
only
two
downsides about the game,
that is, to say in-app purchases
that range from four to five
dollars and if you want to play
the game when you don’t have
internet you can’t. However,
these problems might not
actually bother other people.
The game won 2016’s indie
game of the year award and
has now come out with a PC
and Mac edition available for
download on Steam The game
is available for download for
free on the Google Play Store,
The iTunes iOS store. If one
likes simple and addictive
games, that are easy to play, but
still challenge the player than
‘Alphabear’ is a must.

A super charming word puzzle
game!
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Varsity boys soccer continue their
season with resilient competition
Hanne Dittner
Staff Writer
The Red Bluff High
School Varsity Boys soccer
season
has
commenced.
Marcus Hurst, junior, says
that they have done a pretty
good job in reaching these
goals. Hurst has been playing
this sport for eight years.
He plays left defense for
the team and excels at it.
Hurst
states
that
“I
love it when the game just
clicks. It is very satisfying
when everyone seems to be
on the same wavelength.”
Bryce Stephenson, junior,
enjoys the defensive aspect of
the game. He has been playing
for at least ten years and plans
to play for as long as he can.
When Stephenson was
asked what the team could
use some extra work on, he

Wrestling

stated, “We need to work on
communicating better with one
another out on the field. It is
an extremely important aspect
of the game. That is what is
hurting us the most this season.”
On
the
other
hand,
Stephenson says that the team
is pretty good at moving the
ball efficiently up and down
the field. He also states that
“We get along with each other
very well. We trust in each
other’s skills and gel very well.”
The team has a record of
3 wins and 5 losses. However,
they can all agree that they
have come a long way since
the beginning of the season.
They feel that through
hard work and teamwork they
can achieve this with ease.
The Red Bluff High School’s
Varsity soccer team’s next home
game is February 8 at 6:00PM
against Enterprise High School.

Photo Credits/ Tami Ross
Photo Credits/ Tami Ross

Photo Credits/ CJC Photography
Red Bluff’s Varsity player Easton Ross fights for the ball against opposing team.

Above are two group photos of the boys varsity soccer team at their tournaments.

Ends season with meet against Chico
Tera Norton
Staff Writer

The Red Bluff High
School wrestling team had a
great start this season. Every
day after school wrestling
players practice from 3:355:30, under the supervisor of
their coach, Ty Minto, an oncampus PE teacher who loves
the sport and loves to coach.
They
meet
in
the
mat room on campus to
practice. There are twentyfour players on the team.
It is open to females

and males to participate.
It is distributed into
weight class that way a
100 pound person is not
fighting a 250 pound person.
They all work hard
every
day
at
practice
and during their meets.
Their last meet was
on January 30 at Red
Bluff High School against
Chico
High
School.
League
and
masters
begin in February but the
season will come to an
end in the beginning of
March.
Interviewed
was

sophomore
Seth
Miller.
Before every meet he
warms up in the
back
and
listen
to
music.

He likes to get ready
mentally and then physically.
He has been participating
in wrestling for seven years.

“
I like wrestling better
because it is more intense
than baseball.”

-Seth Miller (10)

When asked why he likes
it he said, “I like wrestling
better because it is more
intense
than
baseball.”
He loves wrestling and is
very dedicated and practice
year-round for this sport.
Miller also feels that his
strength is in his throws
because of his reach. Miller’s
weakness is his shots.
He said
he
really
likes the coach and he can
feel that he is dedicated.
Wrestling
is
the
sport
of
dedication.
They have to be committed

and plan out their routine.
They have to know their
opponent and know what they
are going to do so that way
they can plan and get ready
to win the match. Junior
Logan Marshall has been
participating in wrestling
since he can remember.
He has been doing wrestling
at the school all three years.
Wrestling takes a certain skill
level that Logan possesses.
Overall, the Red Bluff
High School wrestling team
is wrapping up their season
with the utmost effort.

Boys JV Basketball

Girls Varsity Basketball

Prepared for playoffs Direct focus on training

with a record of 13-8
Jake Benner
Staff Writer

With the Spartan basketball
season about halfway over, and
the season end right around
the corner, which means
playoffs; the Red Bluff Spartans
varsity basketball team is
ready to dominate not only the
season, but also in playoffs.
With the Spartans current
record at 13-8, they are set for a
winning season, and are striving
for their goals. Senior, Sydney
Sinclair’s, personal goal for the
season is, “to have fun with my
last year playing basketball,
but I also want to improve
as a team and individually.”
Sinclair does not only have

personal goals in mind, but
also team goals and areas for
improvement, such as, “We can
work on passing and not taking
bad shots, especially in close
games, also boxing out and
working together more as a team.”
Carissa Twitchell, who has
been playing basketball for a
number of years, has her own
opinion on the team, especially
their bond; when asked on how
the team bond is, Twitchell
said, “We are very close and
tight like family, although we
do have areas for improvement,
such as communication on the
court, but we are working on it.”
Basketball is a winter
sport that many players like
to participate in, even if it

is not their main sport, such
as senior, Karli Rodriguez.
Rodriguez likes basketball, but
identifies golf as her main sport.
Rodriguez has been playing
basketball since 4th grade,
and has her own favorite
things about basketball, such
as, “I love traveling with
friends to tournaments and
being able to play with them.”
Team chemistry is necessary
for a winning season, when
asked on how great the team
plays together, and the coaching
staff, Sinclair said, “Our team
plays really good together,
we just have a few areas for
improvement, and the coaches
are great, they work well with
what they have and try their best.”

Girls JV Soccer

Brayden Klein
Staff Writer

The RBHS Junior Varsity
Basketball Team has been
working
extremely
hard
throughout the past month
in order to perform well
during league which has
resulted in a current
record of five wins and
one loss. Sophomore,
Garrett
Freeman,
has been playing the
sport of basketball
for eleven years and
plans on playing for
as long as he can.
When asked what
his personal goal for this
season is, Freeman replied,
¨My goal for this season is
to dunk in a game this year.¨
Freeman explained that
he feels as if his coaches are
good at what they do. When

asked what he believes he can
improve upon, Freeman replied,
¨I believe I can improve on my
shooting and f o o t w o r k

Photo Credits/ Masy Skiver

by working
hard both
in and outside of practice.¨
When asked what his

Frosh Girls Basketball

biggest strength is and what
position he plays, Freeman
replied, my biggest strength
is my height and I play center.
Sophomore, Kaiden Hassay,
has been playing the sport
of basketball for around
nine years and plans
on continuing to play
throughout the rest
of
high
school.
When asked
what his favorite
part about playing
basketball is, Hassay
replied, “I enjoy
the
competitive
aspect of the sport,
along with the feeling
of winning a tournament
or extremely close games.”
Hassay stated that he can
improve upon each of these
things by working hard both
in and out of practice, along
with focusing on his technique.

Takes brutal defeat Players express the secret
playing soccer for nine years.
Morris’s favorite part about
soccer is being part of a team.
Morris
is
the
teams
The Red Bluff girls JV
midfielder and her
soccer team is 2-4-2.
goal is to do well
In their last game, the
during the season.
girls lost 7-0 against
When asked what
Chico High School.
her greatest strength
The teams next
was, Morris said
game is Wednesday,
“Bonding well with
January
30
at
my
teammates.”
Shasta High School.
The
team’s
A freshman on the
greatest weakness is
team Ashlinn Ortiz
their communication
has been playing
skills. Although the
soccer since she was
team has had a slow
three. She is center
start to their season,
mid and her goal is to
they feel that they
score at least one
goal. When asked [Left to right] Nevaeh Sides, Nicole Rodriguez, Renee Garcia, after game. will have a better
what is your favorite part about and her greatest weakness is chance when they play the teams
soccer Ortiz said “playing as passing and communicating. again. The team is looking
Another freshman on the forward to a great season
a team and taking the dubs.”
The team’s goal is to win team Bayleigh Morris has been and has high expectations.

Chris Huhn
Staff Writer

and work together.
The
hardest team that JV will
play is Chico High. Ortiz’s
greatest strength is her defense

to working well as a team

Jake Benner
Staff Writer

The Red Bluff Spartans
freshman
girls
basketball
team is ready to
dominate the rest
of
the
season.
With
the
Spartans
current
record at 13-10,
they are set for a
winning
season.
Players
such
as
freshman,
Chrissy
Stevens,
has both personal goals and
team goals; Steven’s favorite
thing about basketball is, “I
like the competitiveness.”
In order to have a good,

love each other and have each
other’s backs no matter what.”
Other players, such as
freshman, Kaydence Fite, who
has been playing basketball
for eight years, has her
own opinion on the
team, especially their
bond. Team chemistry is
necessary for a winning
season, and knowing your
strengths and weaknesses
goes a long way; when
-Chrissy Stevens (9)
questioned
on
this,
Steven’s said, “Definitely
our
press
defense,
a few rough patches here and “diamond” is a trap defense and
there but I believe that makes enables us to get multiple steals.”
While Fite said, “We can
us like a family, everyone has
arguments with a sibling but improve on having better
at the end of the day we all communication on the court.”
winning team, a strong bond
is necessary, and when asked
on how the team bond is,
Stevens said, “There has been

“Everyone has arguments

with a sibling but at the end
of the day we all love each
other.”
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Varsity boys basketball team loses to
partan
ound Pleasant Valley in last game 90 - 63

S off

Who do you want to win
the Superbowl and why?

Caden Sanders (9)
“The Patriots because then
Tom Brady can snap half of the
NFL out of existence.”

Chris Huhn
Staff Writer

The Red Bluff Varsity
boys basketball team is 6-15
this year. In their last game,
the team lost to Pleasant
Valley by a score of 90-63.
The team is hoping to turn
their season around in the
second half of the season and
start winning more games.
A junior on the team
Jayden Magana has been
playing basketball for six
years.
Magana’s favorite
part about basketball is
“making buckets.” He is a
post and guard on the team.
Magana’s goal for the season
is “To win one league game.”
His greatest strength is
shooting
the
basketball,
but he needs to work on
his free throws the most.
The teams goal for the
season is to not get six
technical fouls in one game and
to win the rest of their games.
Another junior on the team
Hunter Miller has been playing
basketball since he was nine

on the team
James
Harris
has been playing
basketball
for
his entire life.
Harris’s favorite
part
about
basketball
is
“I like getting
b u c k e t s .”
He is a wing
on the team and
his goal is to get
better.
When
asked what is
your
greatest
strength, Harris
said “I am a
great shooter.”
Harris’s greatest
weakness is his
ball
handling.
The team’s next
game is Friday,
February 1 at Red
Bluff
against
E
n
t
e
r
p
rise
Courtesy Photo/ Karli Rodriguez
high
school.
Varsity basketball player James Harris, senior, is running up the court and going up for the lay up challenged by a South Medford player. The team is
years old. Miller’s favorite the team and his goal is to get a asked what’s your greatest looking to improve their
about basketball is “when I win in league. Miller’s greatest weakness, Miller said “I don’t season and feels that they
hits a three.” He is a guard on strength is his mind, and when have a weakness.” A senior have the athletes to do it.

Varsity Girls Soccer

Lexi Senzell (10)
“I want the Rams to win because I don’t want to be a
bandwagon.”

Chris Navarrete (11)
“The Patriots because I’ve never heard of the Rams going to
the Superbowl.”

Kristen Thomas (12)
“Not the Patriots because they
cheat.”

A tough starting season but Girls record is 3-3
is hopeful for a strong finish

“I think the Patriots will win
because their coach is a genius
and Tom Brady is unstoppable.”

Mrs. Rodriguez (Teacher)
“The Rams because they need
some stability.”
Sound Off/ Raj Deol

Frezia Galos, has been playing
basketball for four years. Galos
is a post and a wing on the team.
The Red Bluff High School Galos stated, “My favorite part
Junior Varsity Girl’s Basketball about basketball is working as
Team has a record that consists a team and executing plays.”
of three wins and three losses.
Her goal for the season is
A sophomore, Emma Hale, to work as a team and win.
has been playing basketball for Galos’ biggest strength is her
six years. Hale is the teams perseverance.’
Sophomore,
shooting guard. Hale said, Grace Gallagher, has been
“My favorite
playing
part is the
basketball
intensity and
for as long
adrenaline
as she can
rush
of
remember.
running
up
W h e n
and
down
a s k e d
the
court.”
what her
Hale’s
goal
favorite
- Emma Hale (10)
for the season
part about
is to win
playing is,
more games
Gallagher
than last year. When asked replied, “My favorite part about
about the team’s coaches, Hale playing would either have to
responded, “Our coaches are be winning or the extremely
very encouraging and they get us close bond that I have with
excited for practice and games.” my
teammates.” Gallagher
Hale said her biggest stated the team’s coaching
strength is her aggressiveness, staff is extremely supportive
especially on defense.
A yet motivational and always
sophomore on the team, pushes the girls to do their best.

Bradyn Klein
Staff Writer

and loves the change of pace.
When asking Selena Morga,
Sophomore, what she felt the
team excelled at, she said “I
think that our team respects
each other.
W h e n

and constantly learning new
things.” Morga has been playing
for 6 years. Her main goal is to
Red Bluff High School’s
be better than she was last year.
Varsity Soccer got off to a
She believes that the team is
bit of a rocky season. This is
very closely knit and everyone
believed to be due to the overall
gets along with everyone.
age of the team. Strangely,
Rebeka Ago, Sophomore,
little seniors tried out for the
was asked what the team
team. However, the team is
needed the most work on.
still having a blast. “Our
“We have to work on
goal this year has been to
being more prepared”
work hard no matter what
stated Ago, “We need
and keep up our good
to work on being ready
attitudes.” stated Bridget
to play from the start to
Brown, Junior.
the end.” On the other
On a more personal
hand, Ago says that the
level, when Brown was
team excels in playing
asked what her personal
with intensity and giving
goal for the season was, she
110% each time they step
replied “My goal is to be the
onto the field. She personally
best that I can be this year. I
hopes to improve on the mental
Photo Credits/Bluffer
want to work hard and have
aspect of the game, and
a positive outlook on Emma Farmer recieving the ball to pass it up the field. thinks she does very well
things.” Bridget has been
in putting in the work
playing soccer since she was asked what she likes the most every practice. Their next home
4 or 5 years old. She normally about playing the game, she game is on Friday, February 1 at
plays goalie, but this year responded with “I love hanging 6:00PM and they will be facing
she was switched to midfield out with my teammates, Pleasant Valley High School.

Hanne Dittner
Staff Writer

JV Boys Soccer

“My favorite part
is the intensity
and adrenaline
rush.”

Putting in the dedication they need to win

Bradyn Klein
Staff Writer

The Red Bluff High School
JV boys soccer team has been
putting in much dedication this
season. Their next game will be
on 1 February, and the season
will come to an end towards the
end of February or early March.
The team has been working

Mr. Hein (Teacher)

JV Girls Basketball

very hard and practicing every
day from 4:00 to 5:30 every
day. The schedule for the boys
soccer games is not thoroughly
completed yet. If you would
like more information you
can visit the Red Bluff
high school homepage or
contact the JV coach, Leo.
There are 15 boys on the
team this season. All of them

Alpine

are putting in much strength and
effort this season to come up with
a winning record and hopefully
make it to the championship.
Sophomore Caleb Ramos has
been playing soccer for 10
years. He loves participating
in this Sport because it is fun
and challenging. Soccer is
his favorite sport because he
loves being challenged. Before

every game Ramos stretches
and then passes with his team.
He said his favorite part about
the sport was, “The teamwork
that we show every practice.”
He said that his greatest
strength is his speed but his
weakness is communication.
He would like to work on
communicating better on the
field so that way him and his

team can get more wins this
season. He had great things
to say about his coach, Leo.
Soccer is a sport that takes
a lot of effort. You need to
put in a lot of time and try
hard every practice. The
conditioning it takes to be
ready and prepared for soccer
is hard but in the end rewarding
if done with dedication.

Frosh Boys Basketball

Great season so far 2-4 in league and is work ing
harder in second half of league

Tera Norton
Staff Writer

The Red Bluff High School
alpine team has been doing
great this season. They put
in a lot of effort every time
they race and compete.
The races are always on a
Monday. For most races they
go to Mount Shasta Ski Park.
There are about 20 people
on the Alpine team. Their
regular season will end at
the end of February but
championships
begin
on
the first week in March.
Mr. Miller is the head coach
for Alpine but there are other
coaches that help out with
conditioning and training on
the mountain. Amy Puckett
helps out with conditioning

and Scott Trank and Leslie
Shank help while on the slope.
Kristin Helser, a member
of the alpine team, was
interviewed. She said that she
prepares before every race by
listening to music, focusing on
the race ahead, and clearing
her head of all thoughts.
This is the second year
she is participating in Alpine.
She says she likes to do it
because it is not like any
other sport and you get an
adrenaline rush you can
not get anywhere else. She
said her favorite part about
Alpine is, “spending time
with the team and racing.”
Her strength is that she is
a quick learner but she needs
to work on her confidence
on the slope a bit more.

Chris Huhn
Staff Writer
The Red Bluff boys
freshman
basketball
team’s record is 10-11
for the season so far. In
their last game they lost
to Pleasant Valley 83-40.
Cooper Bonham has
been playing basketball
for
seven
years.
Bonham’s
favorite
part is the intensity
of the games. He is a
shooting guard on the
team and his goal this
season is to “get buckets.”
The team goal is to win
their games.
Bonham’s

greatest strength is passing.
His greatest weakness is
shooting. Another freshman
on the team is Caden Sanders,

part of the game is, Sanders
said, “playing with the team.”
He is one of the team’s
posts, but sometimes he
stands in for the
point guard. His goal
for the season is to
help his team score.
Sander’s
greatest
strength is scoring
the
basketball,
and
his
greatest
-Cooper Bonham (9) weakness is guarding
fast people.
The hardest team
in their league is
Pleasant Valley. The
who has been playing team is 2-4 in league but is
basketball for eleven years. looking to do better during
When asked what his favorite the second half of league.

“My
goal this season
is to get buckets.”

Winter Formal
“Night in Paris”

GENTLEMEN NOMINATIONS

1 ) WHY DO YOU THINK YOU WERE NOMINATED?

2. What is the definition of a gentleman in our modern day world?

2019

3. What will you do in the future with this newly acquired fame?

Zan Dotson:

Jonas Leslie:

David Jensen:

James Harris:

Gabe Hale:

Nate Penner:

1) For always helping others
and because I’m chivalrous,
courteous, and honorable.

1) I showed the qualities
of a gentleman and enough
people recognized it.

1) Because even though
I’ve had adversity, instead
of taking it negatively, I’ve
turned it into positivity.

1) Because I feel that I’m
a nice person sometimes to
people.

1) I guess I’m just a nice
guy.

1) I try to have integrity in
everything and treat everyone with respect

2) I think being there for
others, doing what’s right,
and being polite or formal to
others.

2) Someone who respects
others and treats everyone
fair in a positive way

3) I am going to use my
platform to make the world a
better place.

3) I don’t know if I can turn
this into anything.

2) Someone who sees
another person’s perspective and point of view and
respects them.
3) I’m just trying to have
fun in highschool and
maybe put it on a resume.

2) Someone that always does
the right thing and is generally nice to people.
3) I’m going to start a rival newspaper against the
Bluffer.

2) Someone who is willing
to be kind to others and put
others in front of themselves.
3) I would change the school
and make everyone as
gentleman as they could be.

2) Somebody who doesn’t
look down on people depending on their race or
creed.
3) I will do my best to talk to
people and propagate a culture that’s more gentlemanly.

